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In August, a normal security release of Cisco ASA was published. In September, a number of quickly
released fixes were bundled in a patch bundle for the Cisco bug tracking system. A summary of the
quickly released fixes (CVE-2019-8575 - CVE-2019-8579) have been released and a summary of the
fixes released with the regular monthly security release (CVE-2019-8569 - CVE-2019-8568) are just now
reaching customers. Cisco has indicated that this slow down in the release cycle will impact customers.
Updates will take at least 4-6 months to become available. In addition to the release release timing,
security update bundles introduced in August and September have been communicated to customers
that the releases contained relevant patches. Cisco is taking this slow down in the security update cycle
a bit too far. They are reducing the number of release cycles in favor of security updates. This reduction
in the release cycle is greatly impacting enterprise customers and should be reconsidered. Remediating
these old vulnerabilities is cumbersome. This prevents customers from focusing on modern critical
vulnerabilities with new and interesting technical capabilities. A monthly security release for Cisco ASA
will begin September 18. However, as a new security release is only available every six months, it will
take about three months for a new CVE to become available for remediation. Recently, Cisco has
indicated that at least one more bug is about to be fixed. The sooner they release another patch the
sooner customers can focus on remediating CVE-2019-8569 and CVE-2019-8568. This will further delay
issue remediation and make it longer than six months from now. CISOs should strongly consider
starting a petition to bring this process back to a 6-month release cycle.
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here is the link to the configuration file that i used. it was very helpful and i was able to get asa up and
running in no time. this file is available in the asa_cli_assitant_setup folder. i should mention that the
asa_cli_assitant_setup folder is very important to the cli assistant. you cannot access the cli assistant
unless you have that folder set up on the command line. that was not the case when i tried to use the

cli assistant. i was able to download the.asa file from the cli assistant but i could not access the cli. i am
not sure why but it was not working for me. i was able to download the asa configuration file from the
documentation and load it. you will need to change the password in the configuration file. do not use

the one that you used when you first installed the asa. cisco releases security patches to protect
against this vulnerability. cisco recommends that customers upgrade to a software release that
contains the applicable security patch(es) to protect against this vulnerability. customers may

download and install the software from the cisco security advisories web page. to be notified of any
security issues or security patches, customers may subscribe to cisco's vulnerability announcement

service by following the instructions on the cisco security advisories web page. i have worked with cisco
products since 1996, and i have always been impressed with the level of their documentation, the
amount of information they provide. this product documentation is a good example of the level of

documentation they put into these products. 5ec8ef588b
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